UVC86
A 4K Dual-Eye Intelligent Camera
for Medium And Large Rooms
with Perfect Display
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The Yealink UVC86 is a 4K dual-eye intelligent camera for medium and large rooms with a perfect display for everyone and every detail.
With a built-in dual 4K camera and a range of AI-driven features, including Auto Framing, Speaker Tracking and
Presenter Tracking, the UVC86 empowers your meeting space by reproducing every moment and detail precisely.
Covering a wide field of view of 90° with a mechanical pan, the UVC86 tilt up and down easily via remote control or
Yealink camera control plug-in software, bringing more efficient collaboration.
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Dual 4K Camera, Pro-Grade Video Experience
The Yealink UVC86 is a built-in dual-eye 4K camera with a panoramic camera to detect participants in real-time and
a PTZ camera to capture the best picture of everyone in the room. Enjoy an accurate and smooth tracking experience whenever meeting participants are present.With 12X optical zoom and 90° field of view, the UVC86 captures
every person in the room as well as ensures high-definition picture quality when zoomed in.

Flexible Options, Personalized Audio Solution
UVC86 brings great flexibility to the audio solutions. Users can choose voice pickup devices including Yealink
VCM34 microphone, VCM38 ceiling microphone, and the CPW90 wireless microphone, combining with MSpeaker
II sound bar for particular needs.

AI-Powered Video for Automatic Perfection
Auto Framing
Auto Framing automatically recognizes the number and the positions of attendees. It frames the first meeting participant and then continually adjusts as more participants enter the space, eliminating manual setups.

Speaker Tracking
With built-in 6 beamforming microphone arrays for sound localization, Speaker Tracking frames a real-time close-up
of the speaker, bringing a vivid face-to-face meeting experience and ensuring attendees are well-engaged.

Presenter Tracking
Presenter Tracking ensures the camera follows the presenters around the room when they are presenting, making
them always in the center of the view of the camera. Remote participants could experience as good as they are in
the room.
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System Requirement

UVC86 Dual-Eye Tracking Camera
Video features

4K/30FPS

PTZ camera

8MP sensor
20X HD zoom (12X optical + 1.7X digital)
Pan: ±100°, Tilt: +40°, -90°
90° FoV

Panoramic camera

8MP sensor
120° FoV
Automatic privacy shutter

Auto Framing

√

Speaker Tracking

√

Presenter Tracking

√

Presets

√

Lens privacy protection

√

Support VCM34 array microphone

Up to 6

Support CPW90 wireless microphone

Up to 4

Support MSpeaker II

Up to 4

USB3.0 Type B, USB2.0 Type A

√

HDMI port

√

Security lock slot

√

Reset slot

√

Power adapter

AC 100~240V input, DC 48V/0.7A output

Audio port

1x Yealink VCH port, 1x 3.5mm line-in

Remote control

VCR20 infrared remote control

USB cable

7m USB cable

Wall mount

Wall mount bracket

Operating System

Windows7, windows10, Mac OS 10.10 or higher
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